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INTERSECTIONAL SHORT-PULSE ELECTRICAL STIUMATION OF THE BRAIN

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No.

62/508,251, filed May 18, 2017, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for

all purposes.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates generally to a system and method for transcranial

electrical stimulation. More specifically, the present disclosure relates to a system and

method of intersectional short pulse electrical stimulation for interacting with neuronal and/or

glial activity in a spatially and/or temporally selective manner.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Neuropsychiatric disorders may be exacerbated due to pathologic changes in the

oscillatory processes of the brain. Most therapeutic interventions aim to restore physiological

activity patterns. In pharmacological approaches, patients take drugs that act on the central

nervous system. As an additional or alternative approach to the pharmacological approach,

brain activity can be modified by externally generated electrical fields in an electrical

modulation approach. An advantage of the electrical modulation approach over the

pharmacological approach is that electric fields build up and break down instantaneously.

Thus, the effect of electrical stimulation can be precisely timed with no adverse effects during

the non-stimulated periods.

[0004] Currently there are three ways to affect activity of neuronal circuits by using

electrical or magnetic approaches. The first approach, deep brain stimulation, is an invasive

approach in which electrical current is locally delivered to targeted area(s) of the brain via

electrodes implanted into the brain tissue. The second approach, transcranial magnetic

stimulation, is a noninvasive procedure that uses magnetic fields to induce electrical currents,

and thus indirectly stimulate nerve cells in the brain. Transcranial magnetic stimulation can

be challenging because the apparatus used to generate the magnetic fields cannot be

arbitrarily miniaturized, since the coils inducing the magnetic fields have certain minimal size



requirements due to the constraints of physics. Lastly, the third approach, electrical

stimulation, is a noninvasive or minimally invasive procedure that uses electric fields to

stimulate nerve cells in the brain. In noninvasive electrical stimulation procedures, electrodes

are epicutaneous, while in minimally invasive electrical stimulation procedures, electrodes

are subcutaneous. These approaches are considered to be noninvasive or minimally invasive

in that the stimulating electrodes are implanted on the skin or skull surface, the latter

requiring an incision to be made in the skin, but none of them disrupt the integrity of the skull

i.e. by making a craniotomy. Electrical stimulation can be challenging because the small

electrodes applied to the skin/skull can only induce relatively diffuse, untargeted effects in

the brain. In electrical stimulation approaches, various stimulus waveforms may be used

such as direct current, alternating current and random noise. Examples of electrical

stimulation approaches include, but not limited to, transcranial electrical stimulation (TES),

transcutaneous (scalp) direct current stimulation (tDCS), transcutaneous (transcranial)

alternating current stimulation (tACS) and transcutaneous (transcranial) random noise

stimulation (tRNS). To avoid the ambiguity of the terminology, non-invasive approaches

using electrodes placed on the outer surface of the skin are referred to as transcutaneous-

transcranial electrical stimulation (tcTES) with no respect to the applied waveform.

Similarly, minimal-invasive approaches where the electrodes are placed below the skin,

either onto the outer surface of the skull or into the outer segments of the skull bone (i.e., into

the external compact layer or the spongious layer), leaving the integrity of at least the internal

compact layer of the skull intact are named subcutaneous-transcranial electrical stimulation

(scTES).

[0005] Both transcutaneous direct current stimulation (referred to as tDCS in the literature)

and transcutaneous alternating current stimulation (referred to as tACS in the literature) have

been extensively used in attempts to affect cognitive behavior and in various forms of brain

diseases. Given the lack of direct support for neuronal entrainment in humans, to date, there

is no accepted physiological theory how these methods affect cognition or disease. One

potential target is to modulate endogenous brain oscillations. However, electrical stimulation

of the scalp can affect brain activity in multiple indirect ways, including activation of afferent

nerves, retina and the vestibular apparatus, astrocytes and perivascular elements other

possible unknown ways and placebo effects. For many therapeutic applications, it would be



desirable to affect neurons directly and in a regionally constrained manner to reach

immediately and reproducibly maximum on-target effects and reduce side effects on

unintended brain networks. However, achieving targeted effects by scalp-applied currents

requires precise knowledge about the spread of electric fields in the human head and

exploiting intersectional methods of current applications through multiple electrodes.

[0006] Electric fields spreading in the extracellular space, generated either by neurons

themselves or applied externally, can affect the transmembrane potential of neurons and,

consequently, the probability of occurrence of action potentials. Forced electric fields,

induced either locally (e.g., in deep brain stimulation) or non-invasively / minimally

invasively through the scalp, can be exploited to affect brain activity in humans for both

probing the physiological patterns in the brain and, potentially, to ameliorate brain disease.

[0007] Ample experimental evidence demonstrates that sufficient magnitude of electric

fields can affect both membrane potential (Vm) and spiking of neurons. Such ephaptic effects

depend on the combination of the morphology, biophysical properties and dendritic

orientation of the neurons relative to the electric field dipole. In vitro experiments and

computational modeling suggest that the voltage gradient of the induced electric dipole field

should exceed 1 mV/mm to generate observable neuronal responses. In vivo, threshold

estimation is more complex since endogenous Vm fluctuation (e.g. due to synaptic inputs, or

the internal dynamics of the cell) and the ephaptic effects can summate or subtract. In

principle, even extremely weak ephaptic forcing of the Vm may entrain networks of neurons

when applied at the right state of the network, e.g., at the appropriate phase of neuronal

oscillations. Measurements in behaving animals demonstrate that transcranially applied

currents can induce phase-locked firing of neurons in both neocortex and hippocampus, affect

subthreshold Vm as measured intracellularly or indirectly by the amplitude of local field

potentials (LFP). In summary, there is a consensus from laboratory experiments that

sufficient magnitude fields in brain tissue can consistently affect neuronal groups.

[0008] It has been hypothesized that electrical stimulation of the scalp can bias or entrain

native networks in the human brain. However, the translation of animal results to humans is

complicated by unknown properties of the skin, subcutaneous soft tissue, skull, cerebrospinal

fluid and brain folding on current spread. Strong stimulations (> 50 raA; 0.5 ms pulses)



through intracranial screw electrodes in anesthetized patients showed convincing brain

network-induced effects. Up until recently there was no means by which to justify a given

intensity range to induce reliable neuronal effects, due to the absence of methods to

simultaneously stimulate and record brain activity without distortion. Consequently the

estimates of the minimum current applied to the scalp to generate the desired voltage gradient

in the human brain vary greatly, and in most clinical and experimental studies, a maximum of

1 to 2 mA current has been used due to safety considerations and to reduce peripherally

evoked sensory effects. Recently, direct electrical field measurements in the brains of human

cadavers revealed, that the electrical shunting effect of the human scalp and skull is larger

than previously estimated. The presence of the skull attenuates approximately 25% of the

intracerebral electrical gradient compared to stimulating directly on the brain surface, which

is further reduced by another 50% if the scalp and subcutaneous soft tissue were present as

well. These measurements established the need of a minimum of 5 mA stimulus current to

reliably and immediately command the activity of selected brain regions, which immediate

effect is desired in many applications (e.g. quickly terminating epileptic seizures immediately

after they start).

[0009] In order to generate electric fields of at least 1 mV/mm strength at the targeted

area, non-invasive, epicutaneous electrodes may be aligned on the scalp surface and used

with a 5 mA or more current intensity. In order to generate electric fields of at least 1

mV/mm strength at the targeted area, minimally-invasive, subcutaneous electrodes may be

aligned on the skull surface and used with a 2 mA or more current intensity. However, both

of these approaches are challenging because the application of 2 mA current for more than a

few tens of seconds causes serious adverse effects at the electrode-skin contact sites due to

the local stimulation of the skin and in the subcutaneous tissues. In particular, the application

of > 2 mA currents for durations reasonably long enough to interact with endogenous

network activity (i.e. tens to hundreds of milliseconds minimum) using the existing

transcranial stimulation protocols are not easily tolerable by the patients due to the adverse

skin effects (e.g. itching, burning feeling, pain), phosphenes (sparks) in vision due to

stimulation of the retina and dizziness due to stimulation of the vestibular apparatus

generated by the large electrical gradients in the close vicinity of the electrodes. Thus, a 5

mA or more intensity (for noninvasive, epicutaneous electrodes) is not tolerable or possible



with the conventional approaches, and a 2 mA or more intensity (for minimally invasive,

subcutaneous electrodes) is difficult with the conventional approaches. Traditional electrical

stimulation approaches using 2 mA current or less are likely to act through non-neuronal

ways, and have only postponed effects after cumulating during long stimulation periods.

Thus, this approach is not suitable for use in immediate interventions, e.g., to quickly

terminate epileptic seizures. Invasive electrode alignments into or under the skull may allow

reaching the 1 mV/mm intracerebral electric field strength by even smaller currents, however

this requires major surgical intervention by opening the skull.

[0010] A need exists for improved technology to develop a non-invasive or minimal-

invasive approach to interact with neuronal activity in a spatially and temporally selective

manner.

SUMMARY

[0011] Various embodiments relate to a system for electrical brain stimulation including a

plurality of electrodes arranged. The plurality of electrode pairs are arranged in a plurality of

electrode groups. Each electrode group includes two or more electrodes where at least one

electrode is set to a different potential level than another electrode such that a voltage

difference is generated between members of an electrode group. The electrode are arranged

on one of on an exterior surface of a patient's scalp (noninvasive), an exterior surface of a

patient's skull (minimally invasive), in the patient's skull, on the patient's brain or dura

surface, or in the patient's brain (invasive). The system further includes a ground-

independent switching circuit configured to selectively activate and deactivate electrode

groups via at least one ground-independent switch. Axes connecting electrodes set to

different potential levels within each electrode group or axes of generated electrical fields

intersect at one or more predetermined focal points. The ground-independent switching

circuit is programmed to sequentially activate and deactivate electrode groups. The system

utilizes the capacitive properties of neuronal and/or glial cell membranes to implement a

charge integrating mechanism, which temporally integrates an effect of multiple independent,

sequential electrical pulses delivered through the two or more activated electrodes.

[0012] In some aspects of the system, each electrode in the plurality of electrodes is a

member of one or more electrode groups.



[0013] In some aspects of the system, each electrode in the plurality of electrodes is only a

member of one electrode group.

[0014] In some aspects of the system, a cycle comprises one activation and one deactivation

of each electrode in an electrode group, and a duration of the cycle is 1 to 100 milliseconds.

[0015] In some aspects of the system, each electrode group is activated for shorter than

3.5 ms.

[0016] In some aspects of the system, a pause time between consecutive reactivations of

any electrode groups is at least twice as long as the duration of its preceding activation.

[0017] In some aspects of the system, a plurality of high-intensity pulses is perceived by

any cell of brain tissue as a smooth, continuous integrative stimulus at the focal point, due to

the capacitive properties and consequent temporal integration (also known as temporal

summation) of the neuronal and/or glial cell membrane.

[0018] In some aspects of the system, a plurality of high-intensity pulses is perceived by

any cell of brain tissue as a smooth, continuous integrative stimulus at the focal point, due to

the capacitive properties and consequent temporal integration of the neuronal and/or glial cell

membrane via a charge accumulation mechanism.

[0019] In some aspects of the system, a cycle comprises one activation and one deactivation

of each electrode in an electrode group, and a duration of the cycle is less than a time

constant of the neuronal and/or glial cell membrane.

[0020] In some aspects of the system, the ground-independent switching circuit comprises

the at least one ground-independent switch, which is configured to connect or disconnect two

or more signal lines, at least one diode, and a commanding circuit configured to drive the at

least one ground-independent switch.

[0021] In some aspects of the system, the at least one ground-independent switch comprises

a phototransistor.

[0022] In some aspects of the system, the ground-independent switching circuit comprises a

plurality of ground-independent switches configured to connect or disconnect two or more



signal lines, a plurality of diodes, and a commanding circuit configured to drive the plurality

of ground-independent switches. The plurality of ground-independent switches comprise a

plurality of phototransistors. Each electrode pole is connected to a collector-emitter

connection of two serially connected phototransistors.

[0023] In some aspects of the system, the plurality of electrodes comprise a plurality of

small surface electrodes.

[0024] In some aspects of the system, the plurality of electrodes comprise a plurality of

large sponge electrodes.

[0025] In some aspects of the system, the system further comprises a current or voltage

source.

[0026] In some aspects of the system, an electrode group comprises an electrode pair in

which two electrodes are configured such that a first electrode is physically connected either

temporarily or constantly to one pole of the current or voltage source, and a second pole is

connected to a second pole of the current or voltage source.

[0027] Other embodiments relate to a method of electrical brain stimulation including

arranging a plurality of electrodes on an exterior surface of a patient's scalp (noninvasive),an

exterior surface of the patient's skull (minimally invasive), in the patient's skull, on the

patient's brain or dura surface, or in the patient's brain (invasive) in a plurality of electrode

groups and selectively activating and deactivating electrode groups via at least one ground-

independent switch. Each electrode group includes two or more electrodes where at least one

electrode is set to a different potential level than another electrode such that a voltage

difference is generated between members of an electrode group. Axes connecting electrodes

set to different potential levels within each electrode group or axes of generated electrical

fields intersect at one or more predetermined focal points. Capacitive properties of neuronal

and/or glial cell membranes are utilized to implement a charge integrating mechanism, which

temporally integrates an effect of multiple independent, sequential electrical pulses delivered

through the two or more activated electrodes.



[0028] In some aspects of the method, deactivated electrodes are electrically decoupled

from a stimulation circuit to avoid shunting an electrical gradient generated by connected

active electrodes.

[0029] In some aspects of the method, a cycle comprises one activation and one

deactivation of each electrode in an electrode group, and a duration of the cycle is less than a

time constant of the neuronal and/or glial cell membrane. The time constant of the neuronal

and/or glial cell membrane may be ten to forty milliseconds.

[0030] In some aspects of the method, each electrode group is activated for shorter than

3.5 ms.

[0031] In some aspects of the system or method, electrodes are sequentially activated and

deactivated such that at any given time in the procedure, two or more electrodes are activated

In other aspects, electrodes are sequentially activated and deactivated such that at least one

time in the procedure, all of the electrodes are deactivated. In further aspects, electrodes are

sequentially activated and deactivated such that at least one time in the procedure, all of the

electrodes are activated.

[0032] The aspects described above are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Two or more

of the aspects described above may be combined.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0033] The details of one or more implementations of the subject matter described in this

specification are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below. Other

features and aspects of the subject matter will become apparent from the description, the

drawings, and the claims presented herein.

[0034] FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a ground-independent switching circuit

configured to activate electrode pairs one after the other by using multiple phototransistors

driven by a counter integrated circuit. The ground-independent switching circuit is used in a

method of intersectional short pulse (ISP) stimulation (i.e., a non-invasive electrical brain

stimulation approach).



[0035] FIG. 2 illustrates that intersectional short pulse (ISP) stimulation can spatially focus

induced fields. FIG. 2A is a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model cartoon to demonstrate

the concept of ISP stimulation. FIG. 2B illustrates an experimental protocol to measure the

efficacy of ISP. 3D-printed plastic electrode holders were attached to the temporal bones

bilaterally with five gel electrodes on each side. Electrode pairs were programmed to target

the ISP beams (intersecting black lines) on either the left or the right hemisphere for 500 ms

each, interleaved by non-stimulated control periods. Each electrode pair was pulsed

sequentially for 2.5 . Extracellular recording electrodes were advanced to the CA1 region

of the hippocampus at both sides at the theoretical focal points of the stimulations (circles),

and the activity of the neurons at the targeted locations were recorded during stimulation.

FIG. 2C illustrates the activity of two example neurons recorded extracellularly by silicon

electrodes while ISP was applied. Neurons were almost selectively entrained (left column) or

inhibited (right column) by ipsilateral ISP as shown by their peristimulus time histograms

(top panels) and raster plots (middle panels). Artifact free recording of neuronal activity

during ISP allowed the reliable isolation of single unit activities as shown by the

autocorrelograms during stimulation and the identical spike waveforms during stimulation

and control periods. FIGS. 2D and 2E illustrate 7.6±3.78 vs 2.1±0.59 and 0.59±0.2 vs

0.35±0.15 of the normalized firing rates of entrained (FIG. 2D, n = 18 out of 47) and

suppressed (FIG. 2E, n = 7 out of 47) neurons, demonstrating the lateralized effects of ISP

stimulation.

[0036] FIG. 3 illustrates that weak currents do not modulate network activity or behavior in

human subjects. FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate the effect of 2 mA ISP stimulation on visually

evoked potentials and reaction time, respectively. Note the similar waveforms in control and

stimulated (TES) sessions (FIG. 3A, P = 0.33; n = 18 sessions in 2 subjects). FIG. 3B

illustrates the reaction time (key pressing) after a beep stimulus was not affected by scalp

stimulation (P > 0.05 for all conditions, n = 100 trials per condition, 3 subjects). FIG. 3B

illustrates ISP stimulation focused on the left hemisphere (left focus) and right hemisphere

(right focus). FIG. 3C illustrates that 2 mA tDCS did not affect alpha frequency or amplitude

(eyes closed). Left panel: example session; right panel: average of alpha amplitude on

occipital leads (P = 0.68, n = 22 sessions in 2 subjects). FIG. 3D illustrates that 2 mA tDCS

applied through 10 xlO cm sponge electrodes had no effect on 17 Hz steady-state visual



evoked responses. Note similarity of average response waveforms (top left panel which

illustrates stimulated and control sessions), and identical power spectra (bottom left panel).

To test whether electromagnetic radiation of the screen might be responsible for the

similarity, measurements were repeated by blocking the sight with a cardboard paper (blank

control; blank TES: control with no visual stimulation). Root mean square power (top right

panel) and power spectral density at 17 Hz (bottom right panel) did not show any significant

difference (P = 0.62, n = 24 sessions; 2 subjects).

[0037] FIG. 4 illustrates that high intensity ISP stimulation of the scalp phasically

modulates ongoing brain oscillation in human subjects. FIG. 4A shows five consecutive

example trials of EEG recordings demonstrating alpha amplitude increase for high-intensity

ISP stimulation. Grey sinusoids denote the ISP stimulus epoch with an increasing-decreasing

amplitude. FIG. 4B shows phase modulation of the alpha amplitude by ISP stimulation for

the entire session from the same subjects as shown in a, showing intensity-dependent alpha

amplitude increase (mean across phases are tested in n = 45 trials against 0 mA condition, P <

0.005 for 6 and 7.5 mA). Note the alternating phase modulation of the left and right

hemisphere-derived EEG signals at 6 and 7.5 mA intensities. Intensity maps show the phase-

dependent median alpha amplitudes. FIG. 4C shows a population analysis for the left and

right hemispheres, respectively, revealed an intensity-dependent effect. Alpha amplitudes at

stimulus peaks and troughs were generally unchanged for stimulus intensities below 4.5 mA.

In response to anodal currents in the same hemisphere, phasic modulation was significant at

4.5, 6 and 7.5 mA. In response to cathodal stimulation in the contralateral hemisphere,

significant effects were observed only at 7.5 mA (right hemisphere) or 6 and 7.5 mA (left

hemisphere) (n = 1025 trials from 18 subjects, all intensities tested against 0 mA condition).

[0038] FIG. 5 explains that multiple simultaneous stimulator pairs do not focus the

intracerebral electric gradients. FIG. 5 illustrates an equivalent circuit schematic for the

application of multiple independent stimulating pairs in an intersectional arrangement

activated simultaneously, resembling gamma-ray radiosurgery. Note that due to the common

conductive medium, the currents from the two stimulators couple serially, mimicking the

effect of one large surface electrode pair and/or increased stimulus intensity, but they don't

reach spatial selectivity.



[0039] FIG. 6 illustrates that endogenous brain oscillations are modulated by ISP

stimulation. FIG. 6A illustrates alpha-band filtered EEG signals recorded by the occipital

leads bilaterally (left panels). Note that the phase and amplitude of alpha waves vary under

control and ISP stimulation (2 mA and 9 mA) conditions, suggesting that the traces are

substantially free of common electrical artifacts. Time-lag of cross-correlogram peaks is also

similar under control and ISP stimulation conditions. Instantaneous frequencies of the EEG

traces from the two hemispheres vary from event to event. Note that stimulation-induced

artifacts are expected to have constant phase and amplitude ratios at all recording positions.

FIG. 6B illustrates that ISP stimulation-induced increase of alpha power was stable

throughout the recording epoch, as shown by the similar values during the first and second

halves of the seven minute-long stimulation sessions. FIG. 6C illustrates representative

examples of frequency amplitude coupling reveal stimulus phase modulation of the amplitude

of alpha waves.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS EMBODIMENTS

[0040] Before turning to the figures, which illustrate the exemplary embodiments in detail,

it should be understood that the present application is not limited to the details or

methodology set forth in the description or illustrated in the figures. It should also be

understood that the terminology is for the purpose of description only and should not be

regarded as limiting.

[0041] Referring to the figures in general, a system and method for applying current at

multiple locations on the scalp/skull/brain is described in the embodiments below. The

system or method described in the embodiments below can be used in noninvasive electrical

stimulation procedures, where electrodes are epicutaneous, or in minimally invasive electrical

stimulation procedures, where electrodes are subcutaneous, or in an invasive way, where

electrodes are placed into or under the skull In general, the system includes a plurality of

electrodes arranged in multiple locations on the scalp/skull/dura/brain of a patient, where the

electrodes are connected to one or more signal sources. The system and methods include

transcranial electrical stimulation that utilizes the capacitive properties of neuronal cell

membranes to implement a charge integrating mechanism, which temporally integrates the

effect of multiple independent, sequential electrical pulses delivered through two or more



electrodes. The electrodes may be present in electrode groups comprised of two or more

electrodes that are active at the same time in a way that the members (i.e., electrodes) of the

electrode group are at different potential levels (i.e., there is a voltage difference generated

between members of the electrode groups). In some aspects, an electrode pair refers to at

least two electrodes configured such that one or more electrodes are physically connected

either temporarily or constantly to one pole of any current or voltage source, while at the

same time another one or more electrodes are connected to the other pole. While an electrode

group may refer to an electrode pair (i.e., two electrodes), in other examples, an electrode

group may be comprised of any number of electrodes (e.g., three, four, five, six, etc.). For

example, in a triplet, the electrode group is comprised of three electrodes that are active at the

same time in a way that all three electrodes are at a different potential level, or two of them

are at the same potential level, while the third one is on a different level. The system and

method described in the embodiments below involve electrical stimulation via the plurality of

electrodes that utilizes the capacitive properties of neuronal and/or glial cell membranes to

implement a charge integrating mechanism, which temporally integrates the effect of multiple

independent, sequential electrical pulses delivered through an electrode group comprised of

two or more electrodes.

[0042] The system and method reduces the peripheral undesired side-effects at the out-of-

focus areas, while maintaining high efficacy at the desired focus. In particular, the system

and method increase the magnitude of intracerebral fields in a circumscribed target brain

volume with non- or minimal-invasive techniques. Due to the constrains deriving from the

properties of electric fields, multiple simultaneous stimulation pairs on a common conductive

medium cannot maintain the spatial properties of the fields generated by the individual pairs.

Thus the integral effect of providing multiple simultaneous stimulation pairs is diffused. The

system and method of the present application use intersectional short pulse stimulation to

deliver high-intensity (e.g., over 5 mA), yet very short pulses from multiple electrode

locations, and utilize the charge-integrating mechanism of the neuronal cell membranes

which percept repetitive, fast (e.g., > 1 kHz) electrical impulses as a smooth continuous

integrative stimulus. Since each electrode is active for only a short duty cycle, the integrative

("apparent") current perceived by the skin under each electrode is distributed between the

multiple electrode pairs.



[0043] Referring to FIG. 1, one example of a system includes twelve electrodes (six pairs)

and a ground-independent switching circuit. The electrodes are arranged on an exterior

surface of a patient's scalp or the skull such that axes connecting electrode groups (e.g.,

electrode pairs) or the axes of the generated electrical fields intersect at one or more

predetermined focal points (see FIG. 2B, which illustrates 5 electrode pairs and a focal point

represented by a circle). The ground-independent switching circuit is programmed to

sequentially activate and deactivate electrode groups such that at any given time in a

treatment, a subset of the electrodes is activated (i.e. at least one electrode is set to different

potential level than the other members of the same electrode group). For example, the subset

may be an electrode group including two or more electrodes. The groups of electrodes are

not mutually exclusive, and an electrode can belong to one or more electrode groups. For

example, in a case in which there are three electrodes, electrodes 1-6, at a time t l in the

procedure, electrodes 1 and 2 (i.e., Group 1) may be activated. At a time t2 in the procedure,

electrodes 2 and 4 (i.e., Group 2) may be activated. In the electrode group, at least one

electrode is at a different potential level than another electrode. The remaining electrodes

may be on equipotential or each may be at a different potential level than the at least one

electrode. All available electrode groups are switched through within a period of time less

than a time constant of the neuronal and/or glial membrane. The time constant of the

neuronal and/or glial cell membrane is a measurement of how quickly the neuronal and/or

glial cell membrane repolarizes after a current injection of fixed amplitude and duration. In

other words, the time constant of the neuronal and/or glial membrane is a measurement of

how quickly the transmembrane potential level of the neuronal and/or glial cell membrane

decays to l/e"1 (-37%) of the maximum change in the transmembrane potential caused by a

current injection of fixed amplitude and duration, compared to the resting transmembrane

potential. The time constant is a function of membrane resistance and capacitance, where

resistance relates to the type and number of ion channels. The time constant of the neuronal

and/or glial cell membrane varies across neuron cell types, but in the in vivo brain it may

span an order of magnitude of 10 ms, for example, from 1-100 ms, preferably 5-40 ms, and

even more preferably 10-40 ms. In one example, the time constant of the neuronal membrane

may be approximately 10 ms, and all available electrode groups may be switched through in

less than a millisecond. At any moment, unused (i.e., deactivated) electrodes are electrically



decoupled from the stimulation circuit to avoid shunting the electrical gradient generated by

the connected active electrodes. Operation of the system is described in further detail below.

[0044] The system uses multiple ground-independent switches (e.g. phototransistors) driven

by a commanding circuit (e.g., a counter integrated circuit). As used herein, the term

"ground-independent switch" refers to any component configured to connect or disconnect

two or more signal lines. In one example, the system uses four ground-independent switches

in a "block" to preserve bidirectional conductance for bipolar stimulation. In an example in

which the ground-independent switches are phototransistors, each electrode pole is connected

to a collector-emitter connection of two serially connected phototransistors. The collector of

the first phototransistor is connected to the cathode, and the emitter of the second

phototransistor is connected to the anode of two diodes (e.g., Schottky diodes). The other

pole of the diodes is connected together to one pole of the stimulus generator. This way the

positive range of the stimulus waveform is conducted through the first diode-transistor pair

while the second diode blocks the conduction toward the second transistor. For the negative

range, the conduction happens oppositely: the second diode-transistor block is conducting,

while the first diode-transistor block has high resistance. For the other stimulus pole the

same circuit is repeated. The LED parts of the four phototransistors belonging to one

stimulating electrode pair are activated simultaneously by the output of a counter integrated

circuit that is driven by any regular clock generators (e.g., any programmable microchip, 555

timer, etc.). Each output of the counter can drive one switching block of four transistors-two

diodes, corresponding to one stimulating electrode pair. The concept can also be realized with

any other bipolar ground-independent switches, and the locations of the electrodes on the

head, the pattern of the electrode group assignments and their activation sequence being

determined with respect to the individual variances of the subjects, and the location of the

area to be targeted. The stimulus generator can be any ground-independent third party

stimulus generator.

[0045] The stimulator-side of the circuitry consists of completely passive, ground-

independent components, which do not influence the floating character of the stimulus

generator used. The counter side of the circuitry contains only low power components at low

voltage level, and thus, can be operated by commercially available batteries (i.e., the counter

side of the circuitry does not require a high-power power source). In the switching blocks



that are not active due to the low voltage level on the corresponding counter legs, the

phototransistors are in high-resistance state. Thus, the coupled stimulating electrodes can be

considered electrically disconnected. Any arbitrary waveform having a predetermined

frequency can be transmitted as the stimulus, which allows the system/method to be used in

any type of electrical stimulation (e.g., direct current, alternating current, or random noise).

[0046] In the system, a plurality of groups of small surface electrodes are used, as opposed

to large sponge electrodes. As used herein, "small surface electrode" refers to an electrode

sized to allow placement of a desired number of electrodes, in particular, a minimum of three

pairs, on the skull surface in an arrangement that leaves enough space between the pairs to

avoid short circuiting. Preferably, a minimum of five to six pairs of electrodes are used.

Small electrodes may include electrodes less than 5-by-5 cm, 5 cm diameter, or less than

20 cm2 area. For example, five to six pairs of 2 cm by 2 cm small surface electrodes may be

placed on one plane . As used herein "large sponge electrode" refers to an electrode

configuration (one pair), or three electrode configurations having a size of 5-lOcm by 5-10

cm, e.g., 5 cm by 5 cm or 10 cm by 10cm, or comparable sizes. Sponge electrodes are

practical for transcutaneous use, as they easily pick up the shape of the head underneath. For

subcutaneous (implanted) applications, other electrode types are suitable (e.g. epidural plate

electrodes, flexible electrocorticographic electrodes, metal surface electrodes deposited on

flexible polymer substrates, metal screw electrodes penetrating the compact part of the skull,

etc.). The electrodes are aligned such that the virtual axes determined by those electrode

members of the groups which are set to different potential levels during stimulation cross

each other at a predetermined focal point, either in one plane or in three dimensions (see FIG.

2B). In one example, 6-8 electrode pairs are used. Using 6-8 electrode pairs causes a

theoretical 6-8 fold drop in the apparent intensity at the skin immediately below each

electrode if the electrode pairs are located far enough from each other (i.e., a distance that

prevents the electrode pairs from touching each other and short-circuiting). However within

the brain, at locations where the activity of all of the electrode pairs is present, the apparent

current is higher, reaching the desired 1 mV/mm field strength.

[0047] FIG. 2A demonstrates the principle of spatio-temporally rotating intersectional short

pulse (ISP) stimulation to spatially focus the effect of transcranial electrical stimulation

(TES). Stimulus current is delivered sequentially through three independent electrode pairs



generating a continuously changing intracerebral gradient pattern. Neuronal cell membranes

can integrate these patterns due to their relatively slow membrane time-constant

(approximately 10 ms). Consequently, neurons at the cross section of the current flow axes

are cumulating the individual subthreshold effects of all stimuli, and become more strongly

entrained than neurons located outside the focus. The method assumes a charge-integrating

mechanism over time, exemplified here by a simplified leaky integrate-and-fire neuron

model. An added advantage of fast pulses (i.e., at least an order of magnitude shorter

compared to the sampling interval of simultaneous neuronal recordings, e.g. 2.5 tolO duty

cycle with 5 to 50 pause, depending on the number of electrode pairs) is that their high

frequency only minimally affects simultaneous electric recording of local field potentials

(LFP) or neuronal spikes (lHz - 5 kHz; 20 kHz sampling) and it does not saturate alternating

current coupled recording amplifiers even at relatively high intensities.

[0048] To test a model prediction of focal effect in rats, current pulses were delivered in an

asymmetric manner through five independently programmable isolated current generators,

which were connected to a 3-D printed gel-electrode strip glued to the temporal bone surface

(see FIG. 2B). During in vivo recordings of extracellular unit activity in the hippocampal

CAl region, the transcranial bipolar configuration alternated. See FIG. 2B in which included

a sequence of 500 ms train of fast rotating pulses focused on the left hemisphere and 1,000

ms off, followed by the same sequence focusing on the right hemisphere). The effectiveness

of the ISP stimulation on spatially targeted entrainment of single unit activity is illustrated on

two example neurons (FIG. 2C), which increased and decreased their firing rates,

respectively, depending on the hemisphere targeted by the ISP stimulation. Due to the very

short duration stimulation pulses, single unit spike trains were not contaminated by electrical

noise as shown by the similar spike waveforms and spike autocorrelograms during

stimulation and stimulation-free periods (FIG. 2C). Overall, the current focusing effect of

ISP, using only three rotating dipoles, resulted in an approximately 2 to 1 ratio of excitation

gain between left and right hemisphere-focused "beams" as measured by spike occurrence

probabilities (FIG. 2D; 7.6±3.78% vs 2.1±0.59% increase; P < 0.005 for n = 18 excited and

0.59±0.2% vs 0.35±0.15% decrease; P < 0.05 for n = 7 suppressed out of 47 recorded

neurons in 4 rats; Wilcoxon signed rank test). In other words, the ISP technique allows for

generating apparently spatially concentrated electrical fields (from the neurons point of view,



not physically) to selectively control activity also in subcortical structures and simultaneous

recording of electrical activity.

[0049] Entraining human brain network activity by ISP

[0050] Direct electrical field measurements performed on human cadavers indicated that

approximately 5 mA currents applied to the scalp are needed to reach the desired

intracerebral voltage gradient (~1 mV/mm), which was shown in other experiments

minimally required to instantaneously and reproducibly alter brain networks. To test this

prediction, visual evoked potentials and reaction time to auditory stimuli were compared in

healthy subjects using both ISP method (FIGS. 3a and 3b) and power spectra of spontaneous

brain activity, and rhythmic entrainment of visual networks (steady-state visual evoked

potentials) using the traditional tDCS method (either with small or large epicutaneous sponge

electrodes; FIGS. 5c and 5d, respectively). In the traditional tDCS method, two sponge

electrodes are placed on the scalp on the two sides of the head, and direct current is applied

through the electrodes, usually at a 2 mA current intensity. A significant effect of

transcutaneous stimulation was not observed with 2 mA current in any of these experiments.

Subjects occasionally reported perception of phosphenes (visual "sparks") at either the onset

or offset of stimulation. These negative results should be contrasted with the effectiveness of

subsequent stronger stimulations on network patterns.

[0051] Further experiments were performed on 19 healthy subjects using currents up to 7.5

mA of ISP stimulation (FIG. 1). A circular array of 12 epicutaneous stimulation electrodes

(six on each side) was placed around the head. Each stimulation site consisted of a 0.9%

NaCl solution-soaked sponge square connected to 2 x 3 cm copper mesh. Scalp EEG was

monitored by a 2-site montage (P3, P4). In each session, a one minute baseline recording

was followed by a train of 1-Hz sinusoids with increasing and decreasing intensity (0, 1.5, 3,

4.5, 6, 7.5, 6, 4 .5, 3, 1.5, 0 mA) for 12 seconds, repeated 60 times for each subject, and an

additional one minute recovery session. Stimulation artifact generated by the 1 Hz modulator

wave of the high frequency pulses was removed by an offline subtraction of a stimulus

triggered moving average. The artifact-removed signal preserved the major features of the

unstimulated control brain activity, as demonstrated by the non-zero peaked cross



correlograms (i.e. phase-independent) and the weakly correlated instantaneous frequencies in

the alpha band between the two EEG channels (FIG. 6A).

[0052] A 4.5 mA stimulation or higher at 1 Hz induced various subjective effects, including

a subjectively tolerable level of tingling and burning feeling of the skin. Onset and especially

the offset of stimulation triggered phosphenes. Subjective feeling of head-movement and

horizontally oscillating light in the visual field at the frequency of the stimulation was

consistently reported even though the eyes were closed and testing was performed in semi-

darkness. Feeling of a moving noise source in the horizontal plane at 1 Hz was present in

some subjects at the highest intensities. At high intensities, each subject reported feeling of

"metal taste" in the mouth. All subjective effects were stronger at the beginning of the

stimulation and attenuated, but did not disappear, during the course of stimulation. No

subjective or objective aftereffects were reported after the termination of the stimulation.

FIG. 4A is showing five consecutive repetitions of the 12-second long stimulation in a

subject. 12-16 Hz filtered (alpha rhythm, endogenous brain activity) EEG signals from the

left and right hemisphere (colored traces) have a clear increase in amplitude only when the

ISP stimulation is reaching high amplitudes (gray traces).

[0053] TES phase modulation of the amplitude of alpha waves was visible on the filtered

signal at high ISP intensities (6 and 7.5 mA; FIGS. 4a and 4b). The LFP modulation was

present in both hemispheres and alternated in phase, due to the shifting of the anodal-cathodal

current direction (compare epochs in FIGS. 6a and 6b). For group statistics, the mean alpha

amplitudes around the stimulus peak (-135 to -45°) and around the stimulus trough (45 to

135°) were measured separately at P3 and P4 at each current intensity. Significant modulation

of the LFP amplitude by the TES phase was observed at current intensities of 4.5, 6 and 7.5

mA at each hemisphere when the preferred current direction was applied (FIG. 4C).

[0054] For a more detailed analysis, the following current steps (tACS) of ISP stimulation

were used in three additional subjects for seven minutes each: 0, 2, 4.5, 7 and 9 mA. No

significant effect on alpha rhythm power was observed at 2 mA or 4.5 mA (P > 0.05; 7 and 5

sessions, respectively), except in one subject with short hair at 4.5 mA (P < 0.05). At 7 mA

and 9 mA, alpha power increased significantly in each subject (P < 0.05; 11 and 5 sessions,

respectively). Alpha power varied as a function of the phase of TES for 4.5, 7and 9 mA. To



examine whether the subjective reports of habituation to the stimulation can be explained by

a decreasing effect on network activity, the increased alpha power in the first and second

halves of the 7-min stimulation periods were compared. No systematic change in alpha

power or any other part of the EEG spectrum across the continuous stimulation (FIG. 6B)

was discovered that could explain the subjective habituation.

[0055] Neuronal excitability is largely determined by ionic conductances brought about by

neurotransmitter-induced postsynaptic potentials. However, neurons can also sense electric

fields. Because of the additive nature of the two polarizing mechanisms, theoretically no

"minimum effective threshold" of the induced electric field exists. When a neuron is about to

emit a spike, very small amounts of fields can bias spike threshold. Thus, when the Vm of a

neuron is known, very weak but perfectly-timed forced field can maximize the neuron's

response. Endogenous brain rhythms are like a roller coaster, there are 'up' phases when the

neurons are excitable, and 'down' phases of the rhythm when they are suppressed and it is the

hardest to make them become active. As used herein, "perfectly-timed" refers to the moment

when the neuron is the most excitable, i.e., it is the most depolarized by the endogenous

inputs (other neurons). In vitro experiments have shown that coupling an oscillatory field to

intracellularly generated oscillation can be effective with as small as 0.2 mV/mm gradient.

However, to exert a reliable and reproducible impact at any arbitrary moment on local

networks, the discharge behavior of at least a fraction of neurons with common targets should

be temporally coordinated by some mechanism. In vivo intracellular recordings revealed that

electric fields as weak as 1 mV/mm can exert measurable effects on spikes. However,

several times more currents were needed to affect native network rhythms, likely because the

applied field has to compete with the influence of the large non-affected members of the

oscillating network. To place such weak forced fields into perspective, coherently active

neurons during physiological operations can generate approximately 2-4 mV/mm gradient

across the CA1 pyramidal layer during theta oscillations in the hippocampus and during slow

oscillations in the neocortex. Intrinsically generated fields can exceed 10 mV/mm locally

during physiological sharp waves and during epileptic activity these values can increase an

order of magnitude.

[0056] It is important to emphasize that despite the relatively large coverage of the brain

volume with multiple recording electrodes, finding the absolute lowest threshold of induced



fields is not straightforward. The requirements of affecting some neurons occasionally versus

effectively and consistently biasing neuronal circuits (which is required in some applications

e.g., reliably terminating epileptic seizures as quickly as possible) are different. Given the

complex paths of current spread in the brain and the importance of neuronal geometry in

sensing fields, the absence of an effect in any experiment cannot be taken as evidence for

absence of effects on a few neurons. Whether such weak effects can have beneficial or

deleterious effects on brain function can only be determined by targeted recordings and

additional behavioral measures.

[0057] Although computational methods have become increasingly sophisticated over the

years, the paucity of experimental data makes the justification of models difficult. While

subdural measurements can be useful, they measure fields tangentially to the cortical surface,

whereas the largest voltage gradients are oriented orthogonal to the cortical surface. Using

scalp, cranial and epidural stimulation electrodes and multiple recording electrodes, the three-

dimensional spread of electric fields in both rodents and human cadavers were recently

quantified by the inventors. The inventors' findings confirm the largely ohmic nature of

current spread in the brain, skull and the surround soft tissue. The scalp, subcutaneous tissue

and muscles function as an effective shunt, resulting in at least 50% reduction of current

spread. The resistance of the skull attenuates the current flow further by another 20-30%,

depending on the thickness of the skull. Given the importance of these attenuating factors,

the amount of soft tissue, hair and skull thickness should be taken into account in estimating

the effective current reaching the brain, and variation of these factors alone may explain the

large individual variability of the effectiveness of transcutaneous electric stimulation.

[0058] The concept of focusing intensity at circumscribed volumes of tissue is well

established by radiological techniques such as cranial stereotactic radiosurgery. In contrast to

radiation, simultaneously applied electric fields cannot be focused because of the common

conductive media. Instead, the ISP exploits the time integrating property of the neuronal

membrane (i.e., the membrane time constant of neurons at ~ 10 ms), by applying short and

spatially rapidly changing sequential fields to establish spatial selectivity. Using ISP, the

highest integral of transmembrane charge in neurons develop where successively induced

electric fields multiple 'beams' intersect. The more 'beams' are used, the smaller the adverse

effects are on other areas traversed by the 'beams.' Using just three rotating dipoles in rats, it



was demonstrated that transcranially applied sequential short pulses were able to focus

electric fields in one hippocampus sufficiently so that montages targeting the two

hemispheres selectively activated (or suppressed) single neuron firing.

[0059] The negligible artifacts produced by the ISP technique allowed for direct

examination of the impact of scalp stimulation on brain waves in human volunteers. In line

with the prediction from the cadaver experiments and the estimated 'minimum' fields (~1

mV/mm) in rodents to affect network activity, alpha power in the occipital areas was affected

starting at 4.5 mA and consistent effects in each subjects were shown at > 7 mA currents,

including amplitude modulation of alpha power as a function of phase of the 1 Hz cyclic

field.

[0060] Measurements on Rats

[0061] Altogether 16 female Long-Evans rats (350-450 g) were implanted with custom-

made recording and transcranial stimulating electrodes under urethane anesthesia (1.3-1.5

g/kg, i.p.) for the extracellular recording experiments. After anesthesia induction atropine

(0.05 mg/kg, s.c.) was administered to reduce salivation, and the rectal temperature was kept

constant at 36-37°C with a DC temperature controller (TMP-5b; Supertech). Stages of

anesthesia were maintained by confirming the lack of vibrissae movements and nociceptive

reflex. Skin of the head was shaved and the remaining fur was completely removed by using

depilatory cream.

[0062] Measuring the spatial selectivity of focused ISP stimulation in rats

[0063] Two custom designed stimulation strips were 3D printed and glued on the surfaces

of the temporal bones bilaterally. Each of the two symmetric strips (width 13 mm, height 3.3

mm and wall thickness 0.7 mm) consisted of 5 individual pockets which were separated from

each other by 3.7, 2.2, 2.2 and 3.7 mm (FIG. 2B), and their medial surfaces were resembling

the temporal bone curvature of an MRI data based 3D model of a rat skull. The middle

pockets were positioned at 5.16 mm posterior from Bregma. Two silicon probes were

implanted at 5 .16 mm posterior from Bregma and 4 mm lateral of the midline, in the CA1

regions of the hippocampi at both sides. ISP stimulation was performed in current controlled

mode using the custom made electronics described below.



[0064] Experiments on human subject

[0065] Stimulation methods

[0066] Epicutaneous stimulating sponge electrodes for ISP were prepared from a 2 x 3 x

1.5 cm sponge glued to a 2 x 3 cm copper mesh, and glued to a rubber band with the sponges

inside, keeping approximately 2.5 cm distances between sponges. The rubber band with the

twelve electrodes were soaked in 0.9% saline solution and tightened gently around the head.

In another embodiment flexible copper foils of the same size as above were glued on the

'skin' surface of the sponges, and the sponges were kept dry. Conductivity was further

improved in both cases by putting electrode gel between the wet sponges or the copper foil

and the skin. Sinusoid or DC stimulus waveforms were produced by an isolated stimulus

generators, either in constant current mode or constant voltage mode. For DC stimulations,

commercially available Ag/AgCl electrodes (D = 10 mm) were attached to the scalp with

electrode gel and a rubber band. For traditional large electrode TES configurations, 10 cm-

by-10 cm large sponge electrodes were used.

[0067] Experimentalparadigms in human subjects

[0068] All behavioral tests were performed in semi-darkness in a noiseless environment,

following a 30 minute long accommodation period. Stimulus sets for visually evoked

potentials (VEP) and steady-state VEPs were played as a movie with 60 or 50 frame/s speed.

The monitor refresh rate was adjusted to match the playback rates. Frame changes were

monitored by a photodiode attached to the top-right edge of the monitor, where an alternating

black-white square marked the consecutive frames. The photodiode signal was recorded in

parallel with the EEG signals. The monitor was positioned approximately 15-20 cm in front

of the subjects to observe the screen with both eyes. For VEP stimulation a full-screen, 10-

by-10 flipping checkerboard pattern was presented 1200 times. Checkerboard flips took

place every 500 ms. Steady-state (also known as multifocal) VEP stimulus was generated

with 5 concentric - by - 12 circular sectors (60 sectors in total), maximum six segments

visible simultaneously. Each stimulus was presented for 3 frames, resulting in a 20 or 16.6

Hz stimulation frequency (for 60 and 50 Hz refresh rate, respectively). 8000 stimuli were

presented in each session. tcTES stimulation was alternatingly turned on and off every

minute during VEP and ssVEP stimulation. To test whether the electromagnetic radiation of



the monitor was picked up by the EEG wires and, therefore, produced VEP-like artefactual

responses in the EEG signals, the eyes of the subject was covered by a card board, and the

measurements were repeated.

[0069] To record brain alpha synchronization, the subject was instructed to relax with

closed eyes, and paying attention to his respiration. The effect of electrical stimulation on

reaction time was measured by instructing the subjects to push a button after randomly

appearing short beep sounds, either with their left or right hands. Auditory stimuli were

presented at least 100 times for each hand and ISP targeted hemisphere combination (400

stimuli per subject in total).

[0070] Custom made electronics

[0071] Electronic circuitfor intersectional short Pulse (ISP) stimulation

[0072] For the ISP stimulation approach, both positive and negative leads of the stimulus

generators were connected to 12-12 'normally closed' type TLP52-4 phototransistors.

Bidirectional, ground-independent conductivity was achieved the following way. Two

phototransistors were serially coupled through their emitter and collector, and the input signal

from the waveform generator was fed into both the emitter and the collector end of the

transistor doublet, through two Schottky-diodes, which allowed current flow only to the

appropriate member of the doublet, depending on the polarity of the signal. The common

segment of transistor doublet was connected to a stimulation electrode on the head. The same

circuit was constructed for the other pole of the signal as well. Common driver signal to the

LED sides opened all four transistors, but due to the diodes two of them were always floating,

while the other two closed the circuit through the head. Six such circuits were used for the

six electrode pairs, forming six quadruplets (blocks) of transistors. In rats, only three pairs

were used. Blocks were activated in a pseudorandom order by TTL pulses generated by a

CD74HC4017 Decade counter (Texas Instruments), driven by a 100 kHz TTL generator

(ADG3051C, Tektronix).

[NNN] In an alternative realization for sessions employing variable ISP intensities in human

subjects, the phototransistors and diodes were replaced with ADG412 high-speed analog

switches (Analog Devices, Norwood, MA, USA) and the control TTL signals were generated



by a PIC18F4525 (Microchip, Chandler, AZ, USA) microcontroller and isolated by

ADuM1400 (Analog Devices) digital isolators. This latter circuitry was also used for the

experiments on rats when we compared the spatial effect of ISP and TES pulses.

[0073] Data analysis

[0074] In the human experiments, six pairs of scalp stimulation electrodes were used,

reducing the required local current by six-fold. In the application of the ISP method, other

numbers of pairs of electrodes may also be used, for example, two pairs, three pairs, four

pairs, five pairs, seven pairs, or eight pairs. Although it may be beneficial to maximize the

number of electrodes used, a cost-benefit estimation must be made, as the greater the number

of electrode pairs, the more focal the effect is, but due to size constraints of the skull/scalp, a

size of the electrode must be reduced in order to fit all of the electrodes on the skull/scalp.

Smaller electrodes may cause bigger side effects on the skin and/or be more painful when the

patient perceives the stimulus because the current density is larger. Still, the effective

intensities induced adverse skin effects and vestibular reactions. While it was possible to

demonstrate the direct effect of scalp stimulation on brain networks, separation of direct and

peripherally mediated indirect effects are of utmost importance in understanding the potential

therapeutic mechanisms of tDCS or tACS. The next step in advancing the ISP technique is to

increase the number of intersecting dipoles generated by pairs of stimulating electrodes

and/or implanting them under the skin to eliminate skin shunting. For example, using a

montage of 32 electrodes, a large number of dipoles can be formed to create a circumscribed

3-dimensional intersectional focus or target two or more brain structures while reducing the

locally applied currents, potentially below skin sensation threshold. The matching of the

electrodes to form an electrode group determines the focal point. In theory, if electrode strips

with large number of contact sites are used/implanted, it may not be necessary to use up all

contact sites to form the electrode groups. If only a subset is used, there is room for creating

various focal points. See the rat experiment's drawing on Fig 2c, which forms three pairs

from the ten contact sites. This allows for the creation, for example, of one configuration

focusing to the left hemisphere, and another configuration focusing to the right hemisphere.

Combining the 'ground truth' measurements from the human cadaver brain with

computational models of the head allows a rationale design of focused electric activation of

brain structures.



[0075] The ISP method may be applied in many applications. For example, the ISP method

may be used for immediate intervention, e.g. in the supervision and termination of epileptic

seizures. The ISP method may also be used as a possible treatment of other major

neuropsychiatric disorders (e.g., depression or anxiety) by reaching a cumulative effect

through repetitive interference with endogenous brain activity patterns ('treatment') across

days. Other applications of the ISP method include: post-stroke rehabilitation, enhancement

of learning and memory recall, sleep quality enhancement, treatment of post-traumatic stress

disorder, neuroscience research, transmission of general alerting signals to the brain in

machine-brain interface applications, or any application which is currently targeted with

transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), transcranial alternating current (tACS), other

forms of transcranial electric stimulation methods using electrode pairs, transcranial magnetic

stimulation, deep brain stimulation, or peripheral nerve stimulations. The ISP method may

also be suitable for electrically stimulating other parts of the body, e.g. spinal cord, hearth,

peripheral nerves, skeletal muscles. These lists are illustrative only, and the system and

method described herein are not limited to these applications. The ISP method may also be

applied using other electrode locations e.g. (but not exclusively) onto the skin surface, into

the skin, under the skin, onto the skull, into the skull bone, under the skull, onto the dura

mater, below the dura mater, onto the brain surface, into the brain tissue, into the ventricles,

or any combinations of these, as the concept of the ISP method i.e. the charge integration of

multiple sequential electrical pulses by the neuronal (or glial) cell membranes does not

depend on the electrode locations. Different electrode locations may imply the need of

different current intensities to reach the desired effect.

[0076] The ISP method recognizes that the simultaneous application of multiple electric

fields through independent current generators cannot induce a spatially focused effect due to

a spatially homogenous conductive medium. See FIG. 5 . Instead, the ISP method

demonstrates the principle of spatio-temporally rotating intersectional short pulse (ISP)

stimulation to spatially focus the effect of TES. The method assumes a charge-integrating

mechanism over time. An added advantage of fast pulses (<10 duty cycle with at least two

times longer pause, depending on the number of electrode pairs) is that their high frequency

only minimally affects simultaneous electric recording of local field potentials (LFP) or

neuronal spikes (usually lHz - 5 kHz; 20 kHz sampling) and it does not saturate recording



AC coupled amplifiers even at relatively high intensities. Thus, using the ISP method, it is

possible to interact with neuronal and/or glial activity in a spatially and temporally selective

manner.

[0077] The system and method described above offers a better spatial focusing of the effect

generated by non-invasive brain stimulation techniques that are currently available. In

addition, the ISP system and method described above allow for the use of larger stimulus

current intensities without intolerable effects experienced by the patient such as itching, skin-

burning, etc. Differences between the system and method described in this application and

the conventional electrical stimulation techniques include 1) the use of small surface

electrodes rather than large sponge electrodes, 2) the use of multiple electrodes (e.g.,

electrode pairs or groups) aligned in a way that the axes of the concurrently active electrodes

set to different potentials cross each other at a predetermined focal point, 3) delivering the

stimulus waveform in a temporally segmented manner onto the electrodes, by activating two

or more electrodes (e.g., a subset of the electrodes) at a time, 4) switching through all

available electrodes within less than ten milliseconds, and 5) at any moment, the unused or

deactivated electrodes are electrically decoupled from the stimulation circuit to avoid

shunting. This list is illustrative only. One of ordinary skill in the art would have understood

that other differences may exist between the system and method described in this application

and the conventional electrical stimulation techniques.

[0078] The foregoing description of embodiments of the invention has been presented for

purposes of illustration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the

invention to the precise form disclosed, and modifications and variations are possible in light

of the above teachings or may be acquired from practice of the invention. The embodiments

were chosen and described in order to explain the principals of the invention and its practical

application to enable one skilled in the art to utilize the invention in various embodiments and

with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated. Other

substitutions, modifications, changes and omissions may be made in the disclosure's

operating conditions and arrangement of the embodiments without departing from the scope

of the present invention.



[0079] As utilized herein, the terms "approximately," "about," "substantially", and similar

terms are intended to have a broad meaning in harmony with the common and accepted usage

by those of ordinary skill in the art to which the subject matter of this disclosure pertains. It

should be understood by those of skill in the art who review this disclosure that these terms

are intended to allow a description of certain features described and claimed without

restricting the scope of these features to the precise numerical ranges provided. Accordingly,

these terms should be interpreted as indicating that insubstantial or inconsequential

modifications or alterations of the subject matter described and claimed are considered to be

within the scope of the invention as recited in the appended claims.

[0080] With respect to the use of substantially any plural and/or singular terms herein, those

having skill in the art can translate from the plural to the singular and/or from the singular to

the plural as is appropriate to the context and/or application. The various singular/plural

permutations may be expressly set forth herein for the sake of clarity.

[0081] Embodiments of the subject matter and the operations described in this specification

can be implemented in digital or analog electronic circuitry, with mechanic or optical

switches, or in computer software embodied on a tangible medium, firmware, or hardware,

including the structures disclosed in this specification and their structural equivalents, or in

combinations of one or more of them. Embodiments of the subject matter described in this

specification can be implemented as one or more computer programs, i.e., one or more

modules of computer program instructions, encoded on one or more computer storage

medium for execution by, or to control the operation of, data processing apparatus.

Alternatively or in addition, the program instructions can be encoded on an artificially-

generated propagated signal, e.g., a machine-generated electrical, optical, or electromagnetic

signal that is generated to encode information for transmission to suitable receiver apparatus

for execution by a data processing apparatus. A computer storage medium can be, or be

included in, a computer-readable storage device, a computer-readable storage substrate, a

random or serial access memory array or device, or a combination of one or more of them.

Moreover, while a computer storage medium is not a propagated signal, a computer storage

medium can be a source or destination of computer program instructions encoded in an

artificially-generated propagated signal. The computer storage medium can also be, or be

included in, one or more separate components or media (e.g., multiple CDs, disks, or other



storage devices). Accordingly, the computer storage medium may be tangible and non-

transitory.

[0082] The operations described in this specification can be implemented as operations

performed by a data processing apparatus or processing circuit on data stored on one or more

computer-readable storage devices or received from other sources.

[0083] The apparatus can include special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field

programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit). The apparatus

can also include, in addition to hardware, code that creates an execution environment for the

computer program in question, e.g., code that constitutes processor firmware, a protocol stack,

a database management system, an operating system, a cross-platform runtime environment, a

virtual machine, or a combination of one or more of them. The apparatus and execution

environment can realize various different computing model infrastructures, such as web

services, distributed computing and grid computing infrastructures.

[0084] A computer program (also known as a program, software, software application,

script, or code) can be written in any form of programming language, including compiled or

interpreted languages, declarative or procedural languages, and it can be deployed in any

form, including as a stand-alone program or as a module, component, subroutine, object, or

other unit suitable for use in a computing environment. A computer program may, but need

not, correspond to a file in a file system. A program can be stored in a portion of a file that

holds other programs or data (e.g., one or more scripts stored in a markup language

document), in a single file dedicated to the program in question, or in multiple coordinated

files (e.g., files that store one or more modules, sub-programs, or portions of code). A

computer program can be deployed to be executed on one computer or on multiple computers

that are located at one site or distributed across multiple sites and interconnected by a

communication network.

[0085] The processes and logic flows described in this specification can be performed by

one or more programmable processors or processing circuits executing one or more computer

programs to perform actions by operating on input data and generating output. The processes

and logic flows can also be performed by, and apparatus can also be implemented as, special

purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA or an ASIC.



[0086] Processors or processing circuits suitable for the execution of a computer program

include, by way of example, both general and special purpose microprocessors, and any one

or more processors of any kind of digital computer. Generally, a processor will receive

instructions and data from a read-only memory or a random access memory or both. The

essential elements of a computer are a processor for performing actions in accordance with

instructions and one or more memory devices for storing instructions and data. Generally, a

computer will also include, or be operatively coupled to receive data from or transfer data to,

or both, one or more mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic, magneto-optical

disks, or optical disks. However, a computer need not have such devices. Moreover, a

computer can be embedded in another device, e.g., a mobile telephone, a personal digital

assistant (PDA), a mobile audio or video player, a game console, a Global Positioning System

(GPS) receiver, or a portable storage device (e.g., a universal serial bus (USB) flash drive), to

name just a few. Devices suitable for storing computer program instructions and data include

all forms of non-volatile memory, media and memory devices, including by way of example

semiconductor memory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory devices;

magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or removable disks; magneto-optical disks; and CD-

ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be supplemented by, or

incorporated in, special purpose logic circuitry.

[0087] To provide for interaction with a user, embodiments of the subject matter described

in this specification can be implemented on a computer having a display device, e.g., a CRT

(cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display), OLED (organic light emitting diode), TFT

(thin-film transistor), plasma, other flexible configuration, or any other monitor for displaying

information to the user and a keyboard, a pointing device, e.g., a mouse trackball, etc., or a

touch screen, touch pad, etc., by which the user can provide input to the computer. Other

kinds of devices can be used to provide for interaction with a user as well; for example,

feedback provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback, e.g., visual feedback,

auditory feedback, or tactile feedback; and input from the user can be received in any form,

including acoustic, speech, or tactile input. In addition, a computer can interact with a user

by sending documents to and receiving documents from a device that is used by the user; for

example, by sending web pages to a web browser on a user's client device in response to

requests received from the web browser.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1) A system for electrical brain stimulation comprising:

a plurality of electrodes arranged in a plurality of electrode groups, each electrode

group comprising two or more electrodes where at least one electrode is set to a different

potential level such that a voltage difference is generated between members of an electrode

group, the plurality of electrodes being arranged on one of

an exterior surface of a patient's scalp,

an exterior surface of the patient's skull,

in the patient's skull, on the patient's brain or dura surface, or

in the patient's brain;

a ground-independent switching circuit configured to selectively activate and

deactivate electrode groups via at least one ground-independent switch; and

wherein axes connecting electrodes set to different potential levels within each

electrode group or axes of generated electrical fields intersect at one or more predetermined

focal points,

wherein the ground-independent switching circuit is programmed to sequentially

activate and deactivate electrode groups, and

wherein the system utilizes the capacitive properties of a neuronal and/or glial cell

membrane to implement a charge integrating mechanism, which temporally integrates an

effect of multiple independent, sequential electrical pulses delivered through the two or more

activated electrodes.

2) The system of claim 1, wherein each electrode in the plurality of electrodes is

a member of one or more electrode groups.

3) The system of claim 1, wherein each electrode in the plurality of electrodes is

only a member of one electrode group.

4) The system of claim 1, wherein a cycle comprises one activation and one

deactivation of each electrode in an electrode group, and a duration of the cycle is 1 to 100

milliseconds.



5) The system of claim 4, wherein each electrode group is activated for shorter

than 3.5 ms.

6) The system of claim 4, wherein a pause time between consecutive

reactivations of any electrode groups is at least twice as long as the duration of its preceding

activation.

7) The system of claim 6, wherein a plurality of high-intensity pulses is

perceived by any cell of brain tissue as a smooth, continuous integrative stimulus at the focal

point, due to the capacitive properties and consequent temporal integration of the neuronal

and/or glial cell membrane.

8) The system of claim 1, wherein a cycle comprises one activation and one

deactivation of each electrode in an electrode group, and a duration of the cycle is less than a

time constant of the neuronal and/or glial cell membrane.

9) The system of claim 1, wherein the ground-independent switching circuit

comprises

the at least one ground-independent switch, which is configured to connect or

disconnect two or more signal lines;

at least one diode;

and a commanding circuit configured to drive the at least one ground-independent

switch.

10) The system of claim 9, wherein the at least one ground-independent switch

comprises a phototransistor.

11) The system of claim 9, wherein:

the ground-independent switching circuit comprises a plurality of ground-independent

switches configured to connect or disconnect two or more signal lines, a plurality of diodes,

and a commanding circuit configured to drive the plurality of ground-independent switches,



the plurality of ground-independent switches comprise a plurality of phototransistors,

and

each electrode pole is connected to a collector-emitter connection of two serially

connected phototransistors.

12) The system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of electrodes comprise a plurality

of small surface electrodes.

13) The system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of electrodes comprise a plurality

of large sponge electrodes.

14) The system of claim 1, further comprising a current or voltage source.

15) The system of claim 13, wherein an electrode group comprises an electrode

pair in which two electrodes are configured such that a first electrode is physically connected

either temporarily or constantly to one pole of the current or voltage source, and a second

pole is connected to a second pole of the current or voltage source.

16) A method of electrical brain stimulation comprising;

arranging a plurality of electrodes on an exterior surface of a patient's scalp, an

exterior surface of the patient's skull, in the patient's skull, on the patient's brain or dura

surface, or in the patient's brain in a plurality of electrode groups, each electrode group

comprising two or more electrodes where at least one electrode is set to a different potential

level such that a voltage difference is generated between members of an electrode group; and

selectively activating and deactivating electrode groups via at least one ground-

independent switch,

wherein axes connecting electrodes are set to different potential levels within each

electrode group or axes of generated electrical fields intersect at one or more predetermined

focal points, and

wherein the capacitive properties of neuronal and/or glial cell membranes are utilized

to implement a charge integrating mechanism, which temporally integrates an effect of



multiple independent, sequential electrical pulses delivered through the two or more activated

electrodes.

17) The method of claim 16, wherein deactivated electrodes are electrically

decoupled from a stimulation circuit to avoid shunting an electrical gradient generated by

connected active electrodes.

18) The method of claim 16, wherein a cycle comprises one activation and one

deactivation of each electrode in an electrode group, and a duration of the cycle is less than a

time constant of the neuronal and/or glial cell membrane.

19) The method of claim 18, wherein the time constant of the neuronal and/or glial

cell membrane is 1 to 100 milliseconds.

20) The method of claim 19, wherein each electrode group is activated for shorter

than 3.5 ms.
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